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For those who have been following the News or  live in Germany or  Europe, 
Poland  or  related  territories,  you  might  have  been  encountering  some  really 
negative weather events in these areas. These are most unusual, and people 
haven't seen things like these for decades.

While climatic change [not as we are advertised] is real and is occurring, a lot of 
this has to do with ramifications of man-made technologies. In regards to global 
warming and so on, I  asked Azazel  years ago,  and the answer was that our 
lifespan is short and therefore we mistake many things of going into directions we 
don't understand.

After doing more reading on the subject, I found in some archives all sorts of the 
same useless claims that we will "Melt all the ice in 20 years!" and so on, or how 
we were going to "enter an ice age pretty soon". This was on Times Magazine if I 
recall correctly. If you look for this online, you will find it. Point being, people have 
been doing this for a while now.

Azazel in regards to this told me that we humans are really affected by the input 
of information we get through our limited lifespan, and that weather phenomena 
are difficult to "pinpoint" since they are "active", especially in our recent past.

This makes this whole thing even more confusing for us. It is from now onward 
that we are getting any solid databases about how these can go, and predictions 
with these can be limited. Add a little fearmongering and grey based agenda, and 
you will know how bad this can go.

He told me that pollution is a far bigger blight than "Global warming", and that 
"Humans can only do that much" in regards to "Global warming" or any of this, 
but that "We can destroy our living environment in full" if we aren't careful. But 
not the "Earth" herself at our current level of development.

Astarte, as stated before, really loves our planet, and also the living life on it.  
They take this all very seriously. They have also told me they have been "actively 
engaged" with world leaders, in the sense of directing many, but the enemy and 
rampant human stupidity is also involved in this.

https://ancient-forums.com/viewtopic.php?p=270971#p270971


We are also going through a major change in general, and this will also reflect on 
the weather, except of the man-made reactions that are caused.

Other things showed, I could not comprehend presently, but he said that every so 
thousands of years, the climate does indeed "change", and mentioned how this 
was documented before. I never knew this was the case in a recorded fashion in 
such a way, but after one read, you would be surprised to find that at one point, 
we recognized only 3 seasons, not 4. 

If we go even further back, the Golden Age is also alluded of being a Golden Age 
in regards to weather  and climate,  a  very  balanced and healthy  climate with 
minimal  catastrophes  was  the  case  for  the  Earth.  But  this  also  has  spiritual 
allegory in it, yet, it appears to be true and real.

This ties into the changes of the ancients and the calendars. The Earth herself 
goes through cycles and this can cause events that may seem unbelievable, to 
the point civilizations are wiped to the ground.

Except of this, there is now human made manipulation that is backfiring on the 
environment. Governments will  not accept this and may hardly admit this, but 
many are using rampant weather manipulation, without understanding the long-
term effects on the technology. One such government is China, who uses this 
liberally and has admitted to doing so.

Difference between them and the West,  is  that  they have no reason to hide 
anything as they are Communists and therefore any abuse will not allow anyone 
to say anything. Much of this is the reason China is actively creating ruin.

In regards to HAARP and other technologies, these appear to be old and have 
more than likely  been replaced with possibly  more  effective and "dangerous" 
technologies.  At  the  same  rate,  most  billionaires  are  now  really  focused  on 
space, which is showing that they might know a few things about where all of this 
is going to result.

While  this  doesn't  pose  a  clear  existential  threat  yet,  the  backfiring  amount 
seems to "Range".  If Governments make this their next "Hobby" to abuse, as 
they  usually  do,  it's  for  sure  the  negatives  of  the  use  may  override  any 
"positives". Governments are renown for doing that shit.

Maybe they have more information about this? One can only assume.

Lastly,  a lot  of  this,  both being unrelated to things humanity  does to a major 
extent, and natural, is used to promote the obvious globo-homo agenda of the 



jews and the enemy. They pretend they have no clue on what is going on, to 
enforce communism, depriving people of meat and so on, and other numerous 
agendas already illustrated.

Even stupider, are the Xians and Muslims, who take every natural event as an 
"act of God" to "punish them" for eating pork or something. Needless to say, 
except  of  retarded,  these  people  are  dangerously  superstitious.  Nature  does 
nothing to explicitly harm people. This nonsense was created out of the mouths 
of illiterate bandit Rabbis that were filled with hate, and wanted to make Gentiles 
feel bad for just existing.

Given these people are psychos, they might as well be using technology now, 
and calling it the "Judgement of God". As about the floods, the EU Media kept 
repeating constantly the numbers of the jews, and "Biblical" consistently. Those 
who read our forums, you understand why. Terror and fear energy. The same 
goes for the terror about Co-Vid which has been never ending.

An example of this kabbalistic news making:  https://www.telegraph.co.uk/world-
news/2021/07/16/80-dead-thousand-still-missing-flooded-german-towns-ruins/

Another SS also posted this - read below.
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This video is in Spanish, basically it says:
http://web.archive.org/web/20210801212141/http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=XpVcA9tKxZo

UAE triggers heavy artificial rainfall with new technology in the midst of a 
heat wave

Heavy rains have fallen on July 14 and 15 in several regions of the United Arab 
Emirates (UAE), such as Abu Dhabi, Dubai and Sharjah, amid a heat wave with 
temperatures  touching  50 degrees  Celsius.  The UAE National  Meteorological 
Center  explained  that  cloud  seeding  operations  were  carried  out  to  increase 
rainfall.
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The agency  issued  weather  warnings  for  the  east  of  the  country  due to  the 
possibility of convective cloud formations associated with more rainfall and winds 
with speeds of 40 km/h causing dust and sand drifts.

Convective  clouds  form due to  high  land surface  temperatures,  which  cause 
warm, moist air to rise through the surrounding cooler air in the atmosphere.

In recent years, UAE authorities are actively developing technologies to induce 
rainfall  in its arid territory.  Thus, in spring, the country tested drones that can 
induce  rain  by  applying  electrical  discharges  to  clouds  without  the  use  of 
chemical compounds.


